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SAMPLE – 2x Sentence Spinning with Nested Spun Words/Short Phrases  
(Copyrighted Content – Not for Re-use) 

 
 
{{Maximizing|Increasing} The {Effectiveness|Efficacy} Of A Name Card And {Enhancing|Improving} 
{Company|Organization} Image|How To {Ensure|Make Sure} That Your Name Card Is 
{Effective|Appealing} And {Improves|Enhances} Your Company's Reputation|{Things|Tips} To {Keep 
In Mind|Remember} When {Printing|Designing} A Name Card} 
 
{Name card is {an effective|an excellent} tool for {establishing|building} {a lasting|a long lasting} 
relationship with your {clients|customers} and {creating|making} a positive image of your 
{company|organization} in their minds|A name card is {quite|very} useful in {forging|building} long-
term {relations|professional relationships} with your {customers|clients} and creating {a good|an 
excellent} reputation for your {company|business}|Name card is {a useful|an effective} way of 
{forging|developing} permanent {relations|relationships} with your {clientele|customers} and creating 
{a good|a great} impression of your {company|organization} on them}. {It {stays|remains} with the 
{client|customer}, {creating a recall for|as a constant reminder of} your {company|organization} and 
{increasing|enhancing} the {possibility|chances} of future {sales|revenues}|Since {a client|a customer} 
{keeps|carries} it with himself, it {reminds him of|helps him remember} the 
{company|organization|business} and {enhances|increases} the prospects of {further|future} 
{sales|revenues}|As a name card {remains|is kept} with the {client|customer}, it {creates|develops} {a 
recall|a reminder} of your {company|organization} and improves the {chances|prospects|possibility} of 
further {sales|business}}. {However, to {maximize|capitalize on} the {advantage|benefit} that you can 
{derive|draw} from it, you {need to|have to} {focus|concentrate} on {some|certain} 
{important|critical|crucial} {points|aspects|factors} when {going|opting} for name card printing|But, in 
order to {extract|derive} the {maximum|most} out of it, you {must|should} {pay|give} attention to 
{some|certain} {important|vital|crucial} details when you {decide|choose} to go for name card 
printing|However, to {ensure|make sure} that you {reap|draw} maximum {advantage|benefit} out of it, 
you {should|must} {pay|give} attention to {a number of|a lot of|many} {crucial|vital|critical} 
{issues|factors|aspects} {while|when} getting|name card printing done}. 
 
{The first {thing|aspect|factor} to {look at|consider} is {the target audience|who the recipients will 
be}|The most {important|significant} {aspect|factor} to {consider|take into account} is the 
{intended|target} audience|The {very first|primary} consideration in this {respect|regard} is the 
{recipients|target audience}}. {Different {people|kinds of people} {react|respond} differently to a name 
card and {hence|therefore|thus} the design {must|should} be one that can {resonate|find favour} with a 
recipient|{All|Different} {individuals|persons} {respond|react} differently to a card and 
{hence|therefore|thus} name card designing {should|must} be done {keeping|taking} the recipients' 
{expected|likely} reaction in mind|The reaction to a name card {varies|differs} from {person to 
person|one kind of individuals to another} and {hence|therefore|thus} the design {should|must} be 
according to the {likely|probable} response of the recipients}. {You {need to|have to} brief the printing 
services provider {on|about} the {type|kind} of people your cards {will reach|are meant for} so that it 
can {come up with|develop} relevant designs and {create|make} {an effective|an appropriate} card for 
you|You {should|must} {tell|inform} the printing services {company|firm} about the {type|kind} of 
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{people|individuals} that the card will be {distributed|circulated} to so that they can {use|make use of} 
{a suitable|an appropriate} format and come up with {an impressive|an effective} name card|You 
{should|must} {inform|communicate} the printing services {company|provider} about the 
{prospective|potential} recipients so that they can {use|make use of} {suitable|appropriate} designs and 
print {a customized|a personalized} card for your {particular|specific} {need|requirement}}. 
 
{The card {should|must} be {informative enough|adequately informative} to help 
{prospective|potential} {clients|customers} {recall|remember} the {products|goods} or services that 
your {company|organization} {provides|offers}|The card {should|must} have {sufficient|adequate} 
{details|information} to {assist|help} {potential|prospective} {customers|clients} in 
{remembering|recollecting} the {goods|products} or services {offered|provided} by your company|The 
card {must|should} contain {enough|sufficient|adequate} information for {potential|prospective} 
{customers|clientele} to {recollect|recall} the services or {products|goods} that your company 
{provides|offers}}. {The logo of the {company|organization} {should|must} be {prominently|clearly} 
{displayed|exhibited} on the card, but you {should|must} {ensure|make sure} that it does not 
{suppress|overshadow} other {information|details}|The logo of the {company|organization} 
{must|should} be printed on the card {such|in a way} that it is easily {noticeable|visible}, but it 
{should|must} not {eclipse|overshadow} {other|rest of the} {relevant|important} details|The logo {has 
to|must} be printed on the card in {a manner|a way} so that it is {easily visible|quite prominent}, but it 
{should|must} not {subdue|eclipse} other {important|crucial} information}. {You can also {use|make 
use of} the tag line of your {company|organization} to make the card {more|even more} 
{impressive|impactful}|You can print the {motto|tagline} of the {company|organization} {as well|too} 
for {added|additional} {impact|influence} on the recipient|You could {even|also} {include|print} the 
tagline of your {company|organization|business} for {enhancing|increasing} the card's {impact|overall 
impact}}. 
 
{Your card {should|must} {give|provide} your {full|complete} official name in {a prominent|a central} 
position and in {big|large} font size, {along with|in addition to} your job position in {a smaller|a lesser} 
font size|The card {must|should} {contain|comprise of} your {complete|full} name 
{right|approximately} in the {middle|centre} and in {big|huge} letters with your designation {printed 
with it|added} in smaller letters|Your card {should|must} have your full name in the {middle area|central 
area|centre} in {big|large} font size and your post {alongside|printed with} it in {comparatively|a} 
smaller size}. {Moreover, it {should|must} {include|contain|give out} the {office|company} address, 
your official {phone|contact} number, and email ID, so that {clients|customers} can easily {get in touch 
with|contact|reach} you|Further, it {must|should} have the {required|needed} contact 
{details|information} for the {customers|clients} to {reach|access} you, such as your 
{office|company|business} address, your email ID and your {telephone|official phone} number|It 
{should|must} {contain|provide} all the {necessary|essential} information for {a person|a customer} to 
{contact|reach} you {such as|like} your {official|business} phone number, {office|company} address 
and the email {address|id}}. 
 
{{Along with|Apart from} {providing|giving} all the {information|contact details}, you also {need 
to|have to} {consider|think about} the design {aspects|features} of a name card, which {help|enable} 
your {company|firm} to {stand out from the competition|stay ahead of the competitors}|In addition to 
{these details|this information}, you {must|should} also {consider|think about} the format and 
{appearance|attractiveness} of the name card {in order|so as} to give your {company|firm|business} an 
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edge over other {companies|businesses}|{Over and above|Along with} the details {given|to be printed} 
on the card, you {should|must} {pay|give} attention to the {issues|matters} relating to the layout and 
{style|design} of the card so that your {company|firm} {attracts|draws} enough attention}. {Name card 
printing has {evolved|developed} {significantly|notably} in the {last|past} few years and it is now 
possible to {implement|execute} any design that {you can think of|comes to your mind}, no matter how 
{complex|complicated} or {colourful|multi-coloured} it is|Name card printing has become {much|a 
lot|way} more {advanced|sophisticated} and {almost any|each and every} design that you 
{imagine|think of} can be created {irrespective|regardless} of the {intricacy|complications} or the 
number of colours|Name card printing has {developed|advanced} a lot in the last {decade|few years} 
and any design imagined by you can be {developed and printed|executed}, no matter how much 
{complexity|intricate designing} or {number of|variety of} colours it {consists of|involves}}. 
 
{The printing quality {should|must} be {stylish|attractive} and {exclusive|unique}|The final print 
{must|should} be {original|innovative} and {tasteful|appealing}|The print has to {come out as|appear} 
{distinct|unique} and {elegant|classy}}. {A good {choice|selection} of colour, {clear|fine} text, use of 
hard paper, all {add to|enhance} your company's {image|reputation}|The {right|appropriate} 
{selection|choice} of colour, font, {good|superior} quality paper etc, all {combine|contribute} to create a 
good impression of your {company|firm|business}|{Opting for|Going for|Choosing} {good|appropriate} 
colour scheme, font, thick paper, all this {builds|creates} the {reputation|impression} of your 
{company|firm}}. {{An attractive|An appealing} and {relevant|related} background {image|picture} 
can also {add to|complement} the {impact|influence} that the name card will have|{An eye catching|An 
attractive} and {meaningful|relevant} {picture|image} in the background would {improve|enhance} the 
overall {effect|impact} as well|{A striking|A nice} and pertinent {photo|picture|image} in the backdrop 
{too will|will also} {improve|enhance} the {impact|effect} of the name card}. {Moreover, the printing 
services provider that you {go for|choose|pick} {should|must} be able to {offer|provide} a lot of variety 
in {material|base material}, like plastic cards, matte finish cards, silk lamination cards {and so 
on|etc}|{In addition|Apart from that}, the printing services {provider|company} that you have 
{selected|chosen} should be able to {give|offer} {a number of|a lot of|several} {choices|options} {with 
respect to|of the} material for the card, such as laminated or plastic cards|{Additionally|Moreover}, the 
printing services {provider|firm} whose services you are {using|utilizing} {should|must} {come 
up|provide you} with {a wide range|a vast range} of materials to {select|choose|pick} from 
{including|like} plastic cards and cards with lamination}. 
 
{A name card is {important|critical|crucial} for {communicating|conveying} the qualities of your 
{company|firm} and promoting your {products|goods}|A name card is {important|crucial|vital} for 
informing your {potential|prospective} {customers|clients} about the qualities of your 
{company|firm|business}|A name card is {crucial|vital|critical} for {showcasing|advertising} the merits 
of your {company|firm} and promoting its {products or services|offerings}}. {{Keeping all these 
aspects in mind|Taking all these factors into consideration} will {ensure|make sure} that you get {a 
perfectly|a well} designed card, which {effectively|successfully} serves its 
{objective|purpose}|{Remembering|Taking into consideration} the above {aspects|factors} would help 
in {making sure|ensuring|guaranteeing} that you get {a well|a properly} designed card that would serve 
you and your {company|firm} well|Keeping these {tips|aspects} in mind will {ensure|make sure} that 
your name card will help your {company|firm} {build|establish} stronger {relationships|bonds} and 
{grow|enhance} its business}.
 


